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IN THIS EDITION

Magda Gerber

BE CAREFUL WHAT YOU TEACH; 
IT MAY INTERFERE WITH WHAT THEY'RE 
LEARNING.

Elena writes about continuity of Care. In 
summary, we can’t implement it perfectly, but 
even imperfect, the outcomes for children are 
infinitely better than if we did not do continuity 
of care. 

Continuity of Care

In this newsletter, we touch on the new version of Te Whāriki. Te Whāriki was 
loved world wide, and the new version has been mired in controversy since 
its inception, with accusations of being rushed, even dumbed down, and having 
an age inappropriate push towards ‘preparing children for school’. We are 
fortunate to have Nikki, who has a dual role as a TLC teacher, and a 
Curriculum Champion for CORE the organisation that won the multi-million 
dollar contract to roll out the new version. Nikki is helping us to understand 
the new version, and is leading our internal review on ‘What Matters Here’ to 
link the new Te Whāriki to our philosophy. In this edition of the TLCZine, Nikki 
provides the Curriculum Champion view. 

Also in this edition, we are revisiting Continuity Of Care, as our view of it, and 
the that of our community, continues to evolve, and it became clear to us in 
the last community survey, that we had not done as well as we might, in 
communicating the value of this for children. 

7th DECEMBER 2017
TLC’s End of year Party - 4.30-6.00pm. 

Trupti writes about her TLC experience as she 
approaches her first anniversary.

My TLC Journey

Mia provides an insight into her work with the 
Tui group.

Becoming a Tui

Tamaki writes about her experience of 
honouring home cultures as part of her 
practice. 

The Magic of 
Language

A lovely summery recipe from Helen - 
Strawberry/Cranberry Jelly with Coconut 
Custard.

Jelly & Coconut 
Custard

A few reviews of children’s books by PVC 
member John Mauro

Children’s Book 
Reviews

Important upcoming TLC dates for youTLC Dates for 
your diaries

We have been social! Grandparents Afternoon 
Tea, and  Parent Evening and Teacher Brunch 
with Polly. 

Social Roundup

Nikki walks us through the update to the early 
childhood curriculum Te Whāriki

Te Whāriki Update

Ania’s writes about our reflections on the 
use of screens “when we post on educa we 
take ourselves away from the children, we are 
no longer available”.

Teachers & Screens
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’Tis The Season To Be Social

A WRAP UP AND TAKE AWAY FROM TLC EVENTS

Grandparents & Special Persons Afternoon 
Tea

This has become one of the most popular of our TLC 
Community Events. It turned out to be a lovely day 
for it, and had a great turn out. When I was helping to 
set up, Freya told me her nana was coming to TLC. It 
is a day when TLC aims for one of the belonging goals 
in Te Whāriki: “Children and their families 
experience an environment where connecting 
links with the family and the wider world are 
affirmed and extended.” 

An Evening & A Brunch With Polly Elam  

We had a great turn out for our parent evening. Polly 
Elam is a RIE® Associate, current President of the 
RIE® Board of Directors, and studied and worked 
with Magda Gerber for more than 20 years. The 
evening was a dialog, all about interdependence 
through the ages as our expectations of 
independence increase as children grow older. My 
main takeaway from this evening was that even our 
amazingly competent children, should be allowed ‘a 
bad day’ when things we know they can do are just a 
bit too hard, that regression should be expected, and 
is ok, they will get there in the end.  

The following day, TLC hosted a “Brunch With Polly 
for early childhood teachers, the topic this time, was 
‘the spirit of the Magda Gerber’s Educaring approach’, 
with Polly emphasising the importance of 
relationships to the spirit of the approach. Polly 
always says “it depends”. It depends upon the 
individual child, it depends on the child’s family’s 
values and culture. When “it depends” then the spirit 
of the approach is what is important.

Reminder SAVE THE DATE - TLC End of Year party is on Thursday the 7th of December 



In the last community survey, it was apparent that our 
community valued continuity of care less, and therefore, that 
we had not adequately communicated the value that we see in 
it, every day, for children. Part of the challenge is that while 
we try to honour continuity of care, it is rarely perfect in 
practice, and it is hard to show that even imperfectly 
implemented, it is far superior, for the children, than not doing 
continuity. 

In March 2012,  we embarked on a journey of continuity of 
care.  It is the idea of a ‘cohort’ of similarly aged children. Our 
goal, considering the group sizes of Kākano, Weka and Kea, 
was that a cohort would be 3-4 children, for a single key 
caregiver. The ‘ideal’, is that a key caregiver, and their cohort of 
children transition from Kākano, to Weka, to Kea together. 
Ideally, that key caregiver would stay in Kea with their cohort 
until that cohort transition to Tui. We also try to honour the 
teacher’s wishes, if they chose to continue through to Tui with 
their cohort. 

In practice, compromises could be made, e.g. a cohort might 
transition without their key caregiver, but always to another 
teacher who they know, usually because that teacher had 
previously been the secondary caregiver in that team. Very 
occasionally, an ‘out of cohort’ transition might be made. This 
is always done with the best interest of the child in mind, 
usually determined by their social-emotional & cognitive 
needs, and peer relationships.

We continually review our experience, and understanding of 
continuity.  With each cycle, we continue to layer our 
knowledge in terms of practice and process.  We try to fine 
tune in order to minimise future impacts;  irrespective of 
whether they driven from within our family/whānau 

community, changing teacher circumstances but most of all 
from the needs of the children themselves.

The last few years have seen a couple of interesting 
trends, all of which have impacted continuity of care in some 
way: 
• Teachers going on maternity leave, (or, as in Josie’s case a 

leave of absence);  leaving cohorts mid swing only to 
reconnect as Tui teachers

• The housing crisis / prices in Auckland has brought it’s 
own complexities as families, and teachers, struggle to 
weigh the options; some leaving Auckland altogether

The impact has been both children, and teachers, leaving 
existing cohorts ‘mid stream’.  The size of the cohort 
diminished.  

The decision to transition children with teachers 
alongside means weighing up the impact for all the children 
centre wide - and therefore ‘yes’ we have had to make tough 
decisions, sometimes disappointing parents expectations in 
favour prioritising the needs children or maintaining a 
better group size within the Weka or Kea spaces in 
particular .  It makes little sense to break a cohort of 7, 
particularly if the children are a cohesive unit, without any 
outliers who have already informally made their way to Tui (i.e. 
transitioned themselves) to make way for a cohort of 3.   
Especially if the teacher(s) involved would better serve as an 
‘anchor teacher’ to welcome in a new teacher to TLC and 
settle in another cohort.  

CONTINUITY OF 
CARE REVISITED

WE TRY TO ‘DO’ CONTINUITY OF CARE. 
IT IS RARELY PERFECT. 
BUT, EVEN IMPERFECT, 

IT IS BETTER, FOR THE CHILDREN, THAN NOT DOING IT. 

What is Continuity

Some Trends

What We Weigh Up



As teachers we all have different strengths and or 
experience with different ‘ages’.  Therefore we also need 
to consider who will be welcoming the incoming children and 
teacher and weigh up whether together their combined skill set, 
knowledge and experience will provide a solid foundation for 
all the children.  

It is also true that the preferences of teachers and their 
future plans are also considered.  Knowing these in advance 
allows us to consider options that minimise impacts, and plan 
ahead.  Amy, Ania, Kylie, Josie and Tamaki have had the pleasure 
of seeing the children transition from Kākano through to Tui.  
Tamaki has positioned herself as an anchor teacher for the Kea 
children for the time being, moving back and fro between Tui 
and Kea depending on the circumstances mentioned.   I have 
had the pleasure of seeing one cycle through to Kea but once 
the children were ready to be welcomed as Tui’s I chose to 
begin anew.    

Fortunately the mentor teacher approach allows us (Ania and I) 
to step in as key caregivers to re-settle children and work 
alongside teachers as anchors, when continuity has been 
disrupted by teacher changes.  Typically until the next transition, 
or until we can can see our efforts to being ‘a bridge to other 
relationships’ fulfilled;  the children accepted and welcomed 
within established cohorts.  

Despite all these scenario’s the one thing we have come to 
appreciate is that even at our worst we are doing better 
than most.  Why?  Partly because of our ratios and group 
sizes.  Until recently the upstairs team has been a team of 4 or 
5 at any point in time.  The number of hands that touch the 
children in a day kept to a minimum, and more consciously so if 
children are feeling unsettled.  Most of the children are 
together for at least a year if not more, particularly if they 
joined TLC as an infant.  

Our notions of key caregiving evolved as our understanding of 
what healthy, secure attachment relationships should look like.  
We examined our discourse and looked to the children for 
answers.  We considered the practical realities of a group care 
context, and what we considered our roles to be.  We continue 
to try to take out the ‘my’ and speak of ‘our’.  Our role, once 
children are settled - is social facilitators.  We step back 
in favour of peer relationships, allowing relationships with other 
adults to grow but stepping ‘back in’ when children are feeling 
unsettled, irrespective of whether it is because children are 
feeling unwell or insecure for some reason.  

Accepting new enrolments in an already established group has 
it’s own challenges.  All of which have the  potential  to impact 
on the size of cohorts, especially if we are aware of teacher 
commitments in advance.  It has also brought the acceptance 
that out of cohort transitions are a reality and not necessarily a 
bad thing as long as the decision behind is sound but most of all 
as long as the communication clear.  Along the way, we 
continue to ask ourselves “is it worth it …do parents 
even care, and most of all do the children benefit?”  
We once even included this in a community survey and some of 
the responses made us wonder if we didn’t embrace key 
caregiving and strive for continuity of care what would TLC feel 
and look like.   Ultimately though, we continue to strive for this;  
primarily as a vehicle to strengthen relationships with and for 
children and their whānau.  The main shift has been to 
take away the focus from a dependency on key 
caregiver to opening doors to other relationships, 
welcoming other lenses on their child’s learning and sharing our 
knowledge of the children so that others come to know them 
to but more importantly that the children are left with 
lingering feeling of love felt in the way they are 
spoken to, touched.

What is the value for families and whānau? It’s about 
strengthening our commitment to and with children, families 
and whānau.  Transitioning alongside children takes the pressure 
off in a way, as it is more about becoming familiar with the new 
environment, re-connecting with old friends , adults and 
children alike but most of all facilitating new relationships and 
new ways of being within a bigger group and slightly more 
challenging environment physically and emotionally.  The 
pressure I refer to is the knowledge that comes from knowing 
the child.  How they self-regulate, when to sit a little closer and 
when it’s time to walk away.  

CONTINUITY OF CARE REVISITED

Our ‘Bad’ Is Still 
Better



Ultimately continuity of care is a vehicle to 
facilitate transitions. The premise is that it should 
minimise discontinuities between home and centre 
because strong family relationships already exist 
and therefore value preferences and routines are 
already known. (Raban, 2001).  Research shows 
that the impact of transitions into new spaces with 
the same teacher are not as stressful to the 
children and usually occurs within a short space of 
time. 

Continuity of care can have a variety of forms; 
what we mean by it, is that one familiar person will 
transition with a group of children.  We have 
adopted a staggered approach to transitions here 
at TLC.  Mostly because of the New Zealand 
context which sees children transition to school 
when they are 5 rather than at set times of the 
year.   This staggered approach also means there is 
an anchor in the room.  The anchor ensures 
consistency of practice and expertise for this age 
group and shares their knowledge of the routines 
and rhythms in this new space.  This frees the 
teacher to focus on the children and to find ways 
of helping them settle into the new, larger group 
without the added day to day pressures of the 
what and where.  More importantly for the 
children, there are familiar faces; of teachers and 
children who transitioned before them - waiting in 
welcome.  

Because at TLC we believe in attachment theory, 
and the importance of healthy 
secondary attachments for infants and 
toddlers when in group care (Cryer, Hurwitz, & 
Wolery, 2000; Lally, 1995; Raikes, 1996)

We believe continuity of care in infants and 
toddlers is a key factor in helping children adjust 
to the separation from parents and being able to 
thrive in group care situations.  Every child 
not only needs but deserves an intimate 
relationship with a key caregiver over a 
long period of time.  

We believe that it is an organisational structure 
that provides young children with a relationship 
that promotes cognitive, social and emotional 
skills. 

Because TLC truly values it’s responsive, 
reciprocal attachment relationships, and 
practices a pedagogy of care as 
curriculum.  

Ultimately it shows our commitment to a 
philosophy that embraces Magda Gerber’s 
Educaring and the Pikler approach. 

Why?Facilitate Transitions

Does It Work?

We have found that transitions through the 
centre, are easier, and shorter, for children, 
and their whānau. 

We believe that the centre as a whole is 
calmer, and children happier as a result of 
being grounded in secure, healthy attachments. 

We believe our TLC children, are more 
competent and confident socially and 
emotionally and more able to form new 
relationships as a result of key caregiving and 
continuity of care. 



I first came to know Marie and TLC when I did the RIE 
Foundations course with Polly in 2009 at the recommendation 
of Jean Rockel, my lecturer at University of Auckland. We visited 
TLC as part of the course and I remember even now the sense 
of calm that pervaded the space. I sort of kept in touch through 
seminars, workshops and seeing Marie at Barkley Manor with 
our dogs, but several factors prevented my working here until 
recently. I have actually been with TLC since April this year 
(can’t believe it’s been 7 months already!) and what a journey it 
has been! It seems just yesterday that I was sitting with Marie, 
Ania and Elena applying to work here. I felt so welcome, right 
from my very first walk through to meet the rest of the team 
and subsequently by the lovely TLC children and parents. 

Despite my (mostly theoretical) knowledge of RIE and extensive 
experience working with infants, I was so much in awe those 
first few weeks as I observed the practice of RIE immersed 
colleagues – Tori, Janine, Laura and last but not least Elena. How 
naturally they implemented the principles, how willing to share 
their knowledge and finally, how patient with me as I learned 
(am still learning) RIEful ways of being with the children. I 
believe it was the only time I was ever told in a new job that all 
that was expected of me in the early days was “to observe, to 
get to know the children and if possible to help with supporting 
tasks”. This allowed me to ‘unlearn’ certain aspects of my 
practice and ‘relearn / refine’ others, under Elena’s able 
mentorship and through being able to draw on her vast funds of 
knowledge. 

It is generally said that RIE is a philosophy of respect – and at 
TLC I have really seen this in action. Be it with children, 
colleagues, parents – I don’t think I have heard a harsh word 
spoken in the time I have been here. Most of the RIE principles I 
have seen actioned in relation to myself as I settled into TLC – 
transparency and authenticity in all interactions, respect for 
who I was and where I was at in my RIE journey, trust in my 
competence, sensitive observation of my practice and 
constructive feedback, care shown by all in ensuring I felt 
welcome and settled, a safe environment where I could be 
myself, yet challenging in that it was so radically different from 
the one I had left behind in my previous job, time for 
uninterrupted ‘play’ with the children in those first weeks and 
consistency in everything that we did / do with the children.

The other thing I love about being at TLC is that anything and 
everything about our practice is up for discussion / debate – 
nothing is immaterial or insignificant, be it children going 
barefoot or fruit not being served before the baking!! I have re-
learned the immense value of care moments – especially 
mealtimes and change times and to minutely inspect and 
introspect about my own practice regarding these.  An 
unexpected benefit of this has been viewing caregiving in my 
own home through a RIE lens. My 85 year old mum-in-law, who 
is completely bedridden and has severe dementia lives with us 
and since starting my TLC journey I have found myself asking 
her caregivers to “let her know what they are going to do 
before they do it, slow down, face her during care moments and 
to respect what little cognitive abilities are left…” In her I am 
observing the interdependence process in reverse – from 
complete independence to utter dependence, from regular 
meals to finger foods to mashed baby food and now mostly a 
liquid diet…

That is not to say all is smooth sailing – there are aspects of 
philosophy and practice that are at odds with my inner self that 
I struggle with each day, but these are for me to work through – 
it is very much a journey – but one that I don’t travel alone and 
one where I have a voice (or teacher agency as Marie would 
say)! To end, my being at TLC is (hopefully) making me a better 
teacher, but I know for certain that it is making me a more 
aware, observant and compassionate person. TLC really 
practices what Jean Rockel once termed a pedagogy of 
humanness – of respect and kindness, and embodies the oft 
quoted whakatauki – 

He aha te mea nui o te ao  (What is the most 
important thing in the world?)

He tangata, he tangata, he tangata  (It is the people, 
it is the people, it is the people)

Trupti Vadke

MY TLC JOURNEY
PRACTICING A PEDAGOGY OF HUMANNESS



HE TAONGA TE MOKOPUNA, KIA WHĀNGAIA, KIA 
TIPU, KIA REA. 
A CHILD IS A TREASURE, TO BE NURTURED, TO 
GROW, TO FLOURISH. 

Te Whāriki, our early childhood curriculum, which has shaped 
early learning in New Zealand for the past 20 years, has been 
updated and the argument is that it now better reflects the 
context of children’s lives in the 21st century as well as 
changes in early learning theory and practice. 

The 2017 version has strengthened its unique bicultural 
framework with updated guidance for teachers, kaiako and 
educators who support young children’s learning across New 
Zealand’s diverse early learning services, (TKI Te Whāriki).

A whāriki is a woven mat, and early childhood services are 
encouraged to weave their own localised curriculum, 
incorporating the principles and strands of Te Whāriki, 
alongside their philosophy, the values of their kaiako (teachers), 
parents and communities. Therefore, each early learning 
service should be a unique reflection of this complex weaving 
showing greater responsiveness to the children and families 
who are part of their community.

Unique in its bicultural framing, Te Whāriki expresses our 
vision that all children grow up in New Zealand as competent 
and confident learners, strong in their identity, language and 
culture. It emphasises our bicultural foundation, our 
multicultural present and the shared future we are creating. It 

encourages all children to learn in their own ways, supported 
by adults who know them well and have their best interests at 
heart. (Te Whāriki, p2)

The teaching team here at TLC are currently engaging in 
professional development and an internal evaluation related to 
the update. We are critiquing our own practice in relation to 
the learning outcomes and are engaging in rich dialogue about 
the changes.

I have the privilege to (when I’m not teaching at TLC, which is 
also a privilege) be working two days a week with pedagogical 
leaders from West and Central Auckland to undertake a 
curriculum inquiry in their service. This is done face-to-face 
and virtually and it is inspiring work and I’m learning lots, too.

Here is the link to the update if you are interested. https://
education.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Early-Childhood/ELS-Te-
Whariki-Early-Childhood-Curriculum-ENG-Web.pdf

Nikki – Curriculum Champion (CORE Education) and Tui 
teacher

TE WHĀRIKI 
UPDATE

Below	is	an	adapted	excerpt	from	an	email	conversation	
between	Marie	and	Nikki.		
One	of	the	many	reasons	that	Te	Whāriki	was	updated	was	
because	the	Ministry	of	Education	and	the	Education	Review	
Of=ice	(ERO)	had	found	that	there	was	increasing	complacency	
amongst	some	teachers	in	ECE	regarding	the	use	of	Te	
Whāriki.	"We	do	Te	Whāriki"	was	commonly	said,	but	the	full	
richness	of	this	amazing	document	wasn't	being	explored	in	
some	early	childhood	services.	I	wonder	if	the	online	portfolio	
systems	have	tempted	teachers	usage	of	Te	Whāriki	to	be	less	
thoughtful,	as	teachers	can	just	click	the	Strands	to	attach	to	a	
story	rather	than	delving	into	the	document.	I	believe	that	
many	teachers	were	not	using	all	of	it,	(especially	the	learning	
outcomes),	to	their	full	potential.	
The	original	professional	development	in	1996	was	also	very	
hit	and	miss.	I	think	that	this	was	because	is	was	so	innovative	
and	the	richness	and	complexity	took	a	long	time	for	early	
childhood	professionals	to	unpack.	The	kaupapa	Māori	
underpinnings	are	amazing	and	I'm	just	beginning	to	
understand	them	now,	after	working	with	it	since	1996!!	Te	
Whāriki	is	an	internationally	renowned	document,	and	it	has	
inspired	the	development	of	other	overseas	early	childhood	
curricula,	for	example,	in	Australia.	It	holds	such	a	strong	
vision	for	the	child,	and	for	early	childhood	services	to	weave	
their	own	localised	curriculum.		
At	the	end	of	last	year	and	the	start	of	this	year,	the	Ministry	of	
Education	and	it's	team	of	writers	and	advisors,	(which	
included	some	of	the	original	writers),	revised	Te	Whāriki,	
reducing	the	number	of	learning	outcomes	down	from	112,	
and	made	the	key	messages	stronger,	they	colour	coded	it	and	
incorporated	new	knowledge	and	theories.	There	has	been	
some	criticism	that	the	MOE	rushed	the	process,	which	is	a	
shame.		
In	my	new	professional	development	role,	I'm	making	the	most	
of	my	opportunity	to	help	the	pedagogical	leaders	'to	fall	in	
love	with	Te	Whāriki	again’	and	strengthen	practice	to	
improve	outcomes	for	children.	
Nikki	-	Curriculum	Champion.

https://education.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Early-Childhood/ELS-Te-Whariki-Early-Childhood-Curriculum-ENG-Web.pdf
https://education.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Early-Childhood/ELS-Te-Whariki-Early-Childhood-Curriculum-ENG-Web.pdf
https://education.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Early-Childhood/ELS-Te-Whariki-Early-Childhood-Curriculum-ENG-Web.pdf
https://education.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Early-Childhood/ELS-Te-Whariki-Early-Childhood-Curriculum-ENG-Web.pdf
https://education.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Early-Childhood/ELS-Te-Whariki-Early-Childhood-Curriculum-ENG-Web.pdf
https://education.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Early-Childhood/ELS-Te-Whariki-Early-Childhood-Curriculum-ENG-Web.pdf
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BECOMING A TUI
“BY CLOSELY SUPERVISING OUR INFANTS, BY ALLOWING THEM TO DO WHAT THEY ARE CAPABLE OF, BY 
RESTRAINING OURSELVES FROM RESCUING THEM TOO OFTEN, BY WAITING AND WAITING AND WAITING, BY 
GIVING MINIMAL HELP WHEN THEY REALLY NEED IT, WE ALLOW OUR INFANTS TO LEARN AND GROW AT 
THEIR OWN TIME AND IN THEIR OWN WAY. I BELIEVE THAT NO MATTER HOW MUCH AND HOW FAST THE 
WORLD CHNGES, A WELL-GROUNDED, COMPETENT AND CONFIDENT PERSON IS BEST EQUIPPED TO ADAPT 
TO IT. THIS IS OUR GOAL” – MAGDA GERBER

Tui teina, is the younger group of the tui 
whānau. 
Hana, Ollie, Orla and Coen farewelled Necane, 
Tamaki and the Kea children. Sofia, Tess, Willa, 
Kylie and I , and other tui whānau welcomed this 
lovely cohort. 
It has been a slow and steady transition. 
Becoming a part of tui teina is challenging and 
exciting for Kea children and their families/
whānau. At TLC, we believe a trusting and 
positive relationship is the basic and most 
important thing. 
I have been inviting the children to sit down with 
us at meal times and join us at sleep times.  At 
the beginning, it was too much for some 
children, so we respected their choices by 
trusting them to join us when they were ready. I 
also fostered different care moments with 
individual children, such as reading stories and 
making plaits. These care moments allowed me 
to build stronger relationships with the children 
over the day. Now they are more settled and 
able to go off and explore.
Transitioning alongside peers and even siblings 
means there are always someone familiar for 
support and comfort. It is so good to see the 
children caring and comforting each other when 
they are sad or need help. I am also very much 
touched watching the children’s friendships 
growing. They are having so much fun alongside 
each other! Also, they encourage their friends to 
try new things and practise better strategies 
when having disagreements.
We have also been inviting the children to join 
in kotahitanga time, which is where all the 
tui children get together as a group, before 
morning tea to play games, sing songs, or share 
news and feelings, so we get to know each other  
a little better and stregthen tui community. The 
children also have opportunities to join in with 
yoga before transitioning to lunch. Teachers and 
children would lie on the mat quietly, watching 
the sky and listening to the environment. Then, 
we share about what we see and hear.  After 
this, we would have yoga music on and practice 
yoga positions. It has been a calm and smooth 
transition to lunch.
Now I can see the children are settled and 
secure. There are exciting times ahead. I look 
forward to seeing the children flourish on the 
new journey!   

Mia



Some time ago, we started a discussion and a review on our use 
of educa and the impact on learning stories. We asked the 
questions: 

• How many posts should we be doing? 
• How in-depth do they need to be? 
• Where is the line between a brief photo story and a 

learning story? 
• What are the expectations of individual vs. group posts? 
• Has the use of educa decreased the number of in-depth 

stories we are writing? 

As we embark on an internal evaluation to answer these 
questions, we have also been thinking about our use of ipads/
ipods around the children. This is what has sparked this article.

Our philosophy values children being active in their play, so 
rather than passively being entertained, they actively explore 
the environment around them. Therefore the use of our ipads 
and ipods is generally limited to teacher use, for taking photos, 
playing music and posting on educa. There is more and more 
research coming out around children and screen use, which 
feeds into the guidelines outlined by the American Academy of 
Paediatrics. At the same time, there is some push and focus on 
children’s digital literacy. This is a major topic but, today I 
want to focus on adult screen use around children.

It is wonderful to have the technology available to capture and 
document some of the amazing learning that happens everyday 
at TLC. This has value for parents and extended families, for the 
children, for our own professional development. At the same 
time, we do need to be cautious with how we use this 
technology. Are we interrupting play? Did we change 
what the child might have chosen to do by taking 
photos? Did the children need our attention and 
intervention that our focus on the screen took away? 
Every time we engage with a device, to take a photo, 
post a story we take away our attention and presence 
from the children.

I have been reflecting a lot on the importance of a calm adult 
presence for children, we often think about our actions and 
words – and yet sometimes it’s not about what we say or 
even how we say it but the message we send through 
what we are feeling. I like this quote by Marcy Axness from 
www.janetlansbury.com which sums it up; “..the relatively new 
field of attachment neurobiology has revealed that our babies and 
children actually piggyback on the self-regulation capacities of the 
limbic systems in our own brain! When you hold a distressed infant in 

your arms, the soothing she experiences doesn’t just come from your 
secure embrace, but also from the actual regulation and modulation 
of her aroused nervous system that happens when her immature 
social-emotional brain actually links up with your more mature one!”

This connection, between our limbic systems and the children’s 
is so crucial, but is also not possible when the adult is engaged 
with a screen. This quote is specifically describing a situation 
with an infant, I believe it’s just as applicable to a distressed 
young child. I also think it’s applicable whenever we are with the 
children, by being fully emotionally present when observing the 
play we can support the child through a glance or a few words 
to enable them to remain engaged in their play. 

As the adult engages with the device, their attention 
is taken away from the children, therefore we try to 
limit how much time we spend using devices around 
the children. It is important to document learning, and it is 
important to keep up with technology and our changing world, 
but, at the same time we need to remain mindful and critical of 
how we use this technology and how it impacts our everyday 
practice as teachers. The children’s learning and wellbeing must 
always be the priority.

TEACHERS & SCREENS

WHEN WE POST ON EDUCA WE TAKE OURSELVES AWAY FROM THE 
CHILDREN, WE ARE NO LONGER AVAILABLE

TIME FOR UNINTERRUPTED PLAY AND 
FREEDOM TO EXPLORE 

RIE® Basic Principles

SENSITIVE OBSERVATION 

RIE® Basic Principles

Ania with Polly Elam, and Sharon Smith
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THE MAGIC OF LANGUAGE BY TAMAKI SAITO

It was probably around five years ago that I started my first 
experience working downstairs. One day Haru, (whose mum is 
Japanese), and I, sang a Japanese song in front of all of the other 
children and teachers. She looked very proud. The first time 
Haru and I met at TLC, she spoke to me in English even though I 
spoke to her in Japanese. Her mum Miyoko and I had a chat and 
decided to promote her speaking in Japanese because she was 
going to be travelling to Japan to meet her grandparents. At TLC, 
I read a Japanese book, with Haru and the other children, in both 
Japanese and English. We also sang some Japanese songs. This 
experience made me realise again how open the children were 
toward new languages and experiences! The Japanese book I 
often read became one of Maia’s, (a Kea child), favourite books, 
that she frequently enjoyed settling in with, in the morning. The 
song ⼤大きな栗栗の⽊木下で Okina Kuri No Kinoshitade became 
one of our familiar songs that we sang downstairs not long after 
we started singing it. I started to feel Japanese culture was 
becoming a part of TLC culture, and it was indeed, such a warm 
feeling.  
Our curriculum Te Whāriki elaborates on the Communication/
Mana Reo strand as follows:

"Ko tēnei mea ko te reo he matapihi e whakaatu ana i ngā 
tikanga me ngā whakapono o te iwi … [Ko te] tūmanako mō 
te mokopuna … Kia mōhio te mokopuna ki tōna ao, ki te ao 
Māori, te ao o nāianei, me te ao o āpōpō, mā te reo Māori. 

The languages and symbols of each child’s culture as well as 
other cultures are promoted and protected. Children 
experience an environment in which they develop non-verbal 
communication skills for a range of purposes; they develop 
verbal communication skills for a range of purposes; they 
experience the stories and symbols of their own and other 
cultures; they discover and develop different ways to be 
creative and expressive."  

Since I have transitioned downstairs with my key children three 
years ago for my second continuity cycle, I’ve been singing my 
childhood song “Kira Kira Boshi” Twinkle Twinkle Little Star in 
Japanese, especially with the Kea group. Those key children are 
now older Tui, about to leave for school and they are still able to 
sing this song. The same for most of the other Tui children who 
were once Kea children and their teachers also sing it! The 
current Kea children have also been enjoying singing this song. I 
must say that it is so special and heartwarming to hear them 
singing my childhood song in my own language. 
It is impressive observing the children learning this new song in 
another language and in such a short space of time. They can 
even recognise the Japanese ‘R’ sound, which adults usually 
cannot. In Japanese there is no separate L or R sound. Japanese 
'R' sounds more like an English R, although a bit softer. A parent 
told me that her son was upset with her because she could not 
sing the Ki’ra' ki’ra' sound ‘properly’ according to him and so she 
is practicing singing the song with him at home!
You probably have heard your child singing Maori songs, too. At 
this early age, their brain is like a sponge and they are open to 
new sounds and patterns and they are very good at mimicking 
new sounds and adopting different pronunciations! They try out 
their newly acquired language without embarrassment or fear. It 
is very different from the older age group children between the 
ages of 12 and 18 who I used to teach. Between the ages of 8 
and 12, children do not seem to have the same ability to hear 
and reproduce new sounds as easily as the younger children.
Many studies have shown the benefits of learning different 
languages at an early age. Children who grow up learning other 

languages develop empathy for others and a curiosity for 
different cultures and ideas. There are various cognitive benefits, 
such as, increased problem-solving skills, better critical thinking 
skills, more creativity, improved multi-tasking abilities and so on. 
Learning a new language gives children a better understanding of 
their first language and they gain skills and confidence and 
encourage them to take learning risks. Learning another language 
enables children to take their place in our multicultural 
community and in our multilingual world.
With our curriculum Te Whāriki strand Communication, as I have 
mentioned, and understanding the benefits of learning another 
language, we love to support the languages and symbols of the 
children's home cultures - so please do share with us words and 
simple phrases we might use. We try to weave this to our 
everyday practice. We count in different languages, such as, Te 
Reo Maori, German, Chinese, Spanish and Japanese while we are 
making a cake or a play dough and while the children are stirring 
ingredients in a bowl, for instance. What amazes me is the way 
the children bring this to their play. The other day I was 
observing the Kea children at the sandpit and they started 
making cakes. A child started counting, “Uno, dos, tres, cuatro, 
cinco…” while stirring! Lately I feel the Kea children are more 
aware of different languages and cultures. We hear “Tamaki and 
Hana speak Japanese! Vera speaks Chinese!” “This is a Japanese 
book! Tamaki’s book.” “This is a Maori book.” “Shall we sing 
Japanese Twinkle Twinkle now?”  
I even hear the children speaking different these languages, and 
this includes their family and whānau. Languages are a vital part 
of culture. Isn’t it wonderful that our children know that we 
welcome and embrace different cultures at TLC? 
To this end each and every child at TLC is a unique individual 
and each child has a different background and various kinds of 
interests and strengths. I would like each child to see their 
differences as positive and to feel good about who they are. I 
believe children who are confident with themselves are able to 
accept and respect other unique individuals. TLC families and 
teachers also bring various kinds of interests, strengths, values 
and backgrounds to TLC and this helps to ensure our TLC 
community is so very special. 

きらきら星 
(KIRA KIRA BOSHI)

(JAPANESE)
きらきらひかる
お空の星よ

まばたきしては
みんなを⾒見見てる
きらきらひかる
お空の星よ

KIRAKIRA HIKARU, 
OSORA NO HOSHI YO 

MABATAKI SHITE WA 
MINNA O MITERU 
KIRAKIRA HIKARU, 

OSORA NO HOSHI YO



Reading with Madeline - By John Mauro
While Madeline sometimes requests books during the day, like 
so many of us, each night we embark with Madeline on reading 
adventures in our routine before bed. While sometimes she 
‘reads’ us short books she’s almost memorised and other times 
we branch out trying to broaden our usual offerings, we tend to 
cycle back to a few favourites like these four:

Caps for Sale by Esphyr Slobodkina
A hat peddler enjoys a nice nap under a 
tree and who would have thought what 
monkey-business would ensue! Perhaps 
it’s the avant garde nature of the artist’s 
work, the timeless nature of the tale 
(published in 1940, known since the 
1700s), or the repetition that makes it 
fun to read together along with 
Madeline. Regardless, it’s been a 
favourite since the day dear friends 
handed it to us as we boarded the plane 
back to New Zealand.

The Pigeon Needs a Bath by Mo Willems
This playful and philosophical pigeon is 
famous for creative ways of testing its 
free will.  That alone makes it perfect 
for our near-3 year-old who deploys the 
same kind of cleverly verbalised 
boundary-pushing. Is it mimicking or 
just pure coincidence? I suppose it 
doesn’t matter – it’s a fun book 
regardless from a best-selling, award-
winning author and illustrator who has 
a few other good ones up his sleeve.

Of Thee I Sing by Barack Obama
I swear this one isn’t just catharsis for 
a few Americans waiting out the 
current US administration by 
reminiscing about a kinder, saner, 
gentler time.  Obama’s letter to his 
daughters conjures up a rich history 
of change-makers from Albert Einstein 
to Billie Holiday with a message of 
inclusivity, courage and diversity. The 
historical figures and their brief 
stories are matched with human 
characteristics we can’t help but wish 
Madeline continues to embody: kind, 
tenacious, smart, strong, brave, creative.  The author really does 
such a great job, he should be president someday.

Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls by Elena Favilli 
and Francesca Cavallo
Yes, it’s true: copies of this crowd-
funded book have appeared 
suddenly and from nowhere like 
fidget-spinners. But we’re hoping this 
book isn’t just a passing fad.  100 
short, well-told, one-page stories are 
matched with creative and diverse 
commissioned illustrations.  They 
form compelling narratives of 
powerful, brave and heroic women 
from Cleopatra to Kate Sheppard, 
from Malala Yousafzai to Maya 
Angelou.  The message: against the 
odds, women have changed the 
world and will continue to do so.  And 
with TLC and parents who may see a role in helping to navigate 
an unfair world with our kids, a book like this gives me hope 
that it’s possible to change the odds while we do so. 

BOOK 
REVIEW

"I WILL DEFEND THE IMPORTANCE OF BEDTIME STORIES TO MY LAST GASP."

JK ROWLING
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The Jelly

1 Litre cranberry juice

4 tbsp gelatin

1 punnet strawberries

Heat juice to boiling, turn off and whisk in gelatin and 
cool

Meanwhile slice strawberries and put in glasses

Pour cooled jelly into glasses and set in fridge

The Custard

400 ml coconut milk

400 ml water

1 tsp vanilla

2 1/2 tbsp cornflour

6 apricots

Pour a little boiling water over apricots and 10 mins 
later blitz 

Place coconut milk, water, vanilla, apricot purée into 
saucepan

Mix cornflour with a little cold water to a runny paste 
and add to pan

Place over medium heat and stir frequently until it has 
thickened...cool

Your children can slice the strawberries and arrange in 
glasses and pour the jelly and custard

Cranberry Juice

Gelatin

Strawberries

Coconut Milk

Vanilla Essence

Cornflower

Dried Apricots

Strawberry/Cranberry 
Jelly With Coconut 
Custard

Shopping List Strawberries are a good source of vitamin C, manganese, 
folate (B9) and potassium.

Cranberries are a very good source of vitamin C, dietary 
fiber, and manganese, as well as a good source of vitamin 
E, vitamin K, copper and pantothenic acid. 

One ounce of gelatine has seven grams of protein. 
gelatine also contains the amino acid Lysine, which helps 
the body absorb calcium. Since the body cannot make 
lysine, it is essential to get adequate amounts through the 
diet. One study indicates that glycine, which is one of the 
abundant amino acids in gelatin, may improve blood sugar 
control.

Photo credit: Helen Holmes



PLAY IS THE 
ONLY WAY THE 

HIGHEST 
INTELLIGENCE 

OF HUMANKIND 
CAN UNFOLD.

JOSEPH CHILTON 
PEARCE



UPCOMING SOCIAL 

 

TLC DATES

22ND NOVEMBER
Kākano Parent Teacher Interviews

22 5.30PM FRIDAY 22ND DEC
Normal hours on the Friday

04
7.30 THURSDAY 4TH JAN
Normal hours on the 4th & 5th. 

Charges will only apply on the 4th 
and 5th of January for children 
who attend. 

Normal invoicing recommences 
from Monday the 8th of Jan.

TLC CLOSEDOWN

NOV

DEC THURSDAY 7TH DECEMBER
End of Year Party

4.30pm - 6.00 PM

BYO Picnic, but a slider station will 
also be provided. 

THU 22ND FEBRUARY
Downstairs Parent Evening - topic 
- how the curriculum areas look at 
this age

FEB

THU 22ND MARCH
Upstairs Parent Evening - topic - 
how the curriculum areas look at 
this age

MAR

4TH & 6TH DECEMBER
Kākano Parent Teacher Interviews - 
continued

DEC

1ST & 8TH DECEMBER
Weka Parent Teacher InterviewsDEC

NOV THURSDAY 30TH NOVEMBER
Essential Oils Information Evening 
hosted by Lane’s mum Violet. 

7.30pm - 9.00 pm



When you hold an infant, hold him not 
just with your body, but with your mind 

and heart.
Magda Gerber

The Learning Centre
96 Vermont Street, Ponsonby, Auckland, 1011

http:://thelearningcentre.co.nz
enquiries@thelearningcentre.co.nz


